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Groß and Trenkler [1] pointed out that if a difference of idempotent
matrices P and Q is nonsingular, then so is their sum, and Koliha
et al. [2] expressed explicitly a condition, which combinedwith the
nonsingularity of P + Q ensures the nonsingularity of P − Q . In the
present paper, these results are strengthened by showing that the
nonsingularity of P − Q is in fact equivalent to the nonsingularity
of any combination aP + bQ − cPQ (where a /= 0, b /=0, a + b=c),
and the nonsingularity of P + Q is equivalent to the nonsingularity
of any combination aP + bQ − cPQ (where a /= 0, b /=0, a + b /=c).
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A complex square matrix P is said to be idempotent, or a projector, whenever P2 = P. Groß and
Trenkler in [1] andTian andStyan in [3] consider thenonsingularity of P − Q and P + Q for idempotent
matrices. Their method employ relations for the ranks of matrices developed by Marsaglia and Styan
[4], and the authors obtain some informative rank identities. Baksalary in [5] and Koliha et al. in [2]
obtain some of results relating to the invertibility of P − Q and P + Q , this primarily consider the
kernel of a matrix. In [6,7], Koliha and Rakocˇevic´ study conditions equivalent to the invertibility of
f − g and f + g when f and g are idempotents in a unitary ring. In [8] it is shown that the nullity
and rank of aP + bQ are constant (where a, b /= 0 and a + b /= 0). In the present paper, the result
of [8] is strengthened by showing that the rank of aP + bQ − cPQ (where a, b /= 0 and a + b = c) is
constant, equal to the rank of P − Q and the rank of aP + bQ − cPQ (where a, b /= 0 and a + b /= c)
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is constant, equal to the rank of P + Q . We give explicit formula for the inverses of aP + bQ − cPQ
(where a, b /= 0).
The symbolsC,Cn andCm×n will denote the set of complex numbers, the n-column vector space
overC and set ofm × n complexmatrices. Moreover,R(A),N (A), A∗, and r(A)will stand for the range
(the column space), the null space, the conjugate transpose, the rank, respectively, of A ∈ Cn×n.
Lemma 1.1. Let A, B ∈ Cn×n. Then
R(A∗) + R(B∗) = Cn ⇔ N (A) ∩ N (B) = {0}, (1.1)
R(A∗) ∩ R(B∗) = {0} ⇔ N (A) + N (B) = Cn. (1.2)
Proof. LetM⊥ denote the orthogonal complement of a subspaceM ofCn. From the identities
(M ∩ N)⊥ = M⊥ + N⊥, (M + N)⊥ = M⊥ ∩ N⊥
are valid for any subspacesM, N ofCn and from the relationR(A∗)⊥ = N (A)we obtain the result. 
Lemma 1.2 ([3]). Let P, Q ∈ Cn×n be any two idempotent matrices. Then
r(P − Q) = r
(
P
Q
)
+ r(P, Q) − r(P) − r(Q) (1.3)
= r(P − PQ) + r(PQ − Q), (1.4)
r(P + Q) = r
(
P Q
Q 0
)
− r(Q) = r
(
Q P
P 0
)
− r(P). (1.5)
Lemma 1.3 ([2]). Let P, Q ∈ Cn×n be any two idempotent matrices. The following conditions are
equivalent:
(a) P − Q is nonsingular.
(b) I − PQ and P + Q are nonsingular.
(c) I − PQ and P + Q − PQ are nonsingular.
(d) Cn = R(P)⊕R(Q) = R(P∗)⊕R(Q∗).
(e) Cn = R(P)⊕R(Q) = N (P)⊕N (Q).
(f) R(P)⋂R(Q) = N (P)⋂N (Q) = {0}.
Lemma 1.4 ([2]). Let P, Q ∈ Cn×n be any two idempotent matrices. The following conditions are
equivalent:
(a) P + Q is nonsingular.
(b) N ((I − P)Q)⋂N (P) = {0}.
(c) Cn = N ((I − P)Q)⊕N (P).
(d) Cn = R(Q(I − P))⊕R(P).
2. The nonsingularity of difference and sum of two idempotent matrices
Our ﬁrst result gives the new rank equalities of the difference and sum of two idempotentmatrices,
which enables us to establish nonsingularity of the difference and sum of two idempotent matrices.
Theorem 2.1. Let P, Q ∈ Cn×n be any two idempotent matrices, a, b ∈ C\{0}, c ∈ C. Then the following
rank equalities are true.
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(a) If c = a + b, then r(aP + bQ − cPQ) = r(P − Q), (2.1)
(b) If c /= a + b, then r(aP + bQ − cPQ) = r(P + Q). (2.2)
Proof. Recall that the rank of a matrix is an important invariant quantity under elementary matrix
operations for this matrix, that is, these operations do not change the rank of thematrix. Thus, we ﬁrst
ﬁnd by elementary block matrix operations the following result:
r
⎛
⎝−P 0 aP(I − Q)0 −Q Q
P bQ − (c − a)PQ 0
⎞
⎠= r
⎛
⎝−P 0 00 −Q 0
0 0 aP + bQ − cPQ
⎞
⎠
= r(P) + r(Q) + r(aP + bQ − cPQ). (2.3)
Usingelementaryblockmatrix operations and the fact thatP2 = P andQ2 = Q ,wealsoobtain another
rank equality:
r
⎛
⎝−P 0 aP(I − Q)0 −Q Q
P bQ − (c − a)PQ 0
⎞
⎠ = r
⎛
⎝0 bQ − (c − a)PQ aP(I − Q)0 −Q Q
P bQ − (c − a)PQ 0
⎞
⎠
= r
⎛
⎝0 bQ − (c − a)PQ aP(I − Q)0 0 Q
P bQ − (c − a)PQ 0
⎞
⎠ = r
⎛
⎝0 bQ − (c − a)PQ aP0 0 Q
P bQ − (c − a)PQ 0
⎞
⎠
= r
⎛
⎝0 bQ − (c − a)PQ aP0 0 Q
P bQ 0
⎞
⎠ = r
⎛
⎝0 bQ − (c − a)PQ P0 0 Q
P Q 0
⎞
⎠ .
(a) If c = a + b, the above equality yields
r
⎛
⎝−P 0 aP(I − Q)0 −Q Q
P bQ − (c − a)PQ 0
⎞
⎠ = r
⎛
⎝0 b(I − P)Q aP(I − Q)0 −Q Q
P b(I − P)Q 0
⎞
⎠
= r
⎛
⎝0 b(I − P)Q aP(I − Q)0 0 Q
P b(I − P)Q 0
⎞
⎠ = r
⎛
⎝0 b(I − P)Q aP0 0 Q
P bQ 0
⎞
⎠
= r
⎛
⎝0 b(I − P)Q P0 0 Q
P Q 0
⎞
⎠ = r
⎛
⎝0 0 P0 0 Q
P Q 0
⎞
⎠ = r
(
P
Q
)
+ r(P, Q).
Combining the above equality and (2.3), then applying Eq. (1.3) yields
r(aP + bQ − cPQ) = r(P − Q).
(b) If c /= a + b, since P2 = P, then bI − (c − a)P is nonsingular and [bI − (c − a)P]−1P =
(a + b − c)−1P. Thus
r
⎛
⎝−P 0 aP(I − Q)0 −Q Q
P bQ − (c − a)PQ 0
⎞
⎠ = r
⎛
⎝0 [bI − (c − a)P]Q P0 0 Q
P Q 0
⎞
⎠
= r
⎛
⎝0 Q (a + b − c)
−1P
0 0 Q
P Q 0
⎞
⎠ = r
⎛
⎝0 Q P0 0 Q
P Q 0
⎞
⎠
= r
⎛
⎝0 Q P0 0 Q
P 0 0
⎞
⎠ = r
⎛
⎝P Q 0Q 0 0
0 0 P
⎞
⎠ .
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Combining the above equality and (2.3), then applying Eq. (1.5) yields
r(aP + bQ − cPQ) = r(P + Q). 
Corollary 2.2. Let P, Q ∈ Cn×n be any two idempotent matrices, a, b ∈ C\{0} and a + b /= 0. Then the
sum P + Q satisﬁes the following rank equalities:
r(P + Q) = r(P + Q − PQ). (2.4)
r(P + Q) = r(aP + bQ). (2.5)
Proof. In (2.2), let a = b = c = 1, we obtain (2.4). In (2.2), let c = 0, we obtain (2.5). 
Remark. The ﬁrst equation of Corollary 2.2 is Theorem 3 of [1], the second equation of Corollary 2.2
is Theorem 2.4 of [8].
Some direct consequences of Theorem 2.1 are given in the following theorems. Other results are
yielded by Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 and by the fact that A ∈ Cn×n is nonsingular if and only ifN (A) = {0}.
Theorem 2.3. Let P, Q ∈ Cn×n be any two idempotent matrices, a, b ∈ C\{0}, c ∈ C. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(a) P − Q is nonsingular, (2.6)
(b) aP + bQ − cPQ is nonsingular, for any a + b = c, (2.7)
(c)Cn = R(P(I − Q))⊕R((I − P)Q), (2.8)
(d)Cn = N (P(I − Q))⊕N ((I − P)Q). (2.9)
Proof. (a)⇔ (b). This follows from Theorem 2.1.
(a)⇒ (c). From x = P(I − Q)(P − Q)−1x + (I − P)Q(P − Q)−1(−x), we get Cn = R(P(I − Q))
+ R((I − P)Q), but by (1.4)
n = r(P − Q) = r(P − PQ) + r(PQ − Q).
ThenCn = R(P(I − Q))⊕R((I − P)Q).
(c)⇒ (a). SinceCn = R(P(I − Q))⊕R((I − P)Q) and (1.4), we get r(P − Q) = n.
(a)⇔ (d). We note that P − Q is nonsingular if and only if Q∗ − P∗ is, then use the equivalence of
(a) and (c) with Q∗, P∗ in place of P, Q respectively, and apply Lemma 1.1. 
Corollary 2.4. Let P, Q ∈ Cn×n be idempotent matrices. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) PQ − QP is nonsingular.
(b) P − Q and I − P − Q are nonsingular.
(c) Cn = R(P(I − Q))⊕R((I − P)Q) = R((I − P)(I − Q))⊕R(PQ).
(d) Cn = N (P(I − Q))⊕N ((I − P)Q) = N ((I − P)(I − Q))⊕N (PQ).
Proof. For the equivalence of (a) and (b) we observe that
PQ − QP = (I − P − Q)(P − Q).
The equivalence of (a) and (c), (a) and (d) follows from Theorem 2.2 when we apply it ﬁrst to P and Q ,
and then to I − P and Q . 
Theorem 2.5. Let P, Q ∈ Cn×n be idempotent matrices, a, b ∈ C\{0}, c ∈ C. The following conditions
are equivalent:
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(a) P + Q is nonsingular, (2.10)
(b) aP + bQ − cPQ is nonsingular, for any a + b /= c. (2.11)
(c)Cn = R(Q(I − P))⊕N ((I − P)Q) and
N (P)
⋂
N (Q) = {0}. (2.12)
(d)Cn = (R(P) ⋂ R(Q))⊕R(Q(I − P)) ⊕ N (Q) and
N (P)
⋂
N (Q) = {0}. (2.13)
Proof. (a)⇔ (b). This follows from Theorem 2.1.
(a)⇒ (c). If x ∈ N (P)⋂N (Q), then Px = 0 = Qx, x = (P + Q)−1(P + Q)x = 0. Hence N (P)⋂
N (Q) = {0}.
Suppose that x ∈ R(Q(I − P))⋂N ((I − P)Q). Then x = Qx = PQx. So x ∈ R(Q(I − P))⋂R(P)
= {0} by Lemma 1.4(d). This proves that
R(Q(I − P))⋂N ((I − P)Q) = {0}. (2.14)
Eq. (2.12) remains valid when we replace P, Q by P∗, Q∗, respectively, Applying Lemma 1.1 to this, we
obtain
R(Q(I − P)) + N ((I − P)Q) = Cn. (2.15)
Combination of (2.12) and (2.13) yields (c).
(c)⇒ (a). If x ∈ N (P + Q), then Px = −Qx = −PQx = QPx, we get (I − P)QPx = 0 and 2Px =
−Q(I − P)x. Hence Px ∈ R(Q(I − P))⋂N ((I − P)Q) = {0}. Then Px = Qx = 0, and x ∈ N (P)⋂
N (Q) = {0}. This proves thatN (P + Q) = {0}, and the result follows.
(c)⇔ (d). We note that N ((I − P)Q) = (R(P)⋂R(Q))⊕N (Q), then the equivalence of (c) and
(d) follows. 
In (2.9), let c = 0, then we obtain Theorem 1 of [5].
Corollary 2.6. Let P, Q ∈ Cn×n be idempotent matrices, a, b ∈ C\{0}, c ∈ C. The following conditions
are equivalent:
(a) P − Q is nonsingular.
(b) aP + bQ − cPQ and I − PQ are nonsingular.
Proof. The equivalence follows from Lemma 1.3(b), Theorems 2.3(b) and 2.5(b). 
3. Formulae for (I − PQ )−1 and (aP + bQ − cPQ )−1 when P − Q is nonsingular
Wecannowgive explicit formulae for (I − PQ)−1 and (aP + bQ − cPQ)−1. It is convenient towrite
PM,N for the projector with the imageM and kernel N.
Theorem 3.1. Let P, Q ∈ Cn×n be idempotent matrices such that P − Q is nonsingular, and let F, G be the
projectors F = PR(P),R(Q), G = PN (Q),N (P), a, b ∈ C\{0}, c ∈ C. Then
(I − PQ)−1 = I − F + FG. (3.1)
If c = a + b,
(aP + bQ − cPQ)−1 = b−1I − b−1F + (ab)−1(c − a)G. (3.2)
If c /= a + b,
(aP + bQ − cPQ)−1 = b−1I − b−1F + (ab)−1(c − a)G + (ab)−1(a + b − c)GF. (3.3)
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Proof. Since P − Q is nonsingular, then
F = PR(P),R(Q) = P(P − Q)−1 = (P − Q)−1(I − Q), (3.4)
G = PN (Q),N (P) = (P − Q)−1P = (I − Q)(P − Q)−1, (3.5)
whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 1.3 (the alternative formulations are easy to establish). Both
F and G are idempotent matrices whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 1.3. From (3.4) and (3.5),
we deduce that
FP = P, PF = F, FQ = 0, QF = Q + F − I;
GP = G, PG = P, GQ = Q + G − I, QG = 0.
After simple calculations we obtain
(I − PQ)(I − F + FG) = I.
If c = a + b,
(aP + bQ − cPQ)[b−1I − b−1F + (ab)−1(c − a)G] = I.
If c /= a + b,
(aP + bQ − cPQ)[b−1I − b−1F + (ab)−1(c − a)G + (ab)−1(a + b − c)GF] = I,
from which (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) follow. 
4. Formulae for (aP + bQ − cPQ )−1 when P − Q is singular and a, b = 0, c = a + b
In this section we again assume that P, Q are idempotent matrices in Cn×n such that aP + bQ −
cPQ is nonsingular, but P − Q is singular (that is c /= a + b). Eq. (3.3) cannot be used to describe
(aP + bQ − cPQ)−1 since the projectors involved in that formulae need not exist.
Theorem 3.2. Let P, Q ∈ Cn×n be idempotent matrices such that aP + bQ − cPQ is nonsingular and
P − Q is singular. Then
(aP + bQ − cPQ)−1 = [I + (a + b − c)−1(c − b)PU,V ][b−1I − b−1PR(P),M
+ (ab)−1(c − a)PN,N (P) + (ab)−1(a + b − c)PN,N (P)PR(P),M], (4.1)
where M = R(Q(I − P)), N = N ((I − P)Q), U = R(P)⋂R(Q), V = R(Q(I − P))⊕N (Q).
Proof. Since aP + bQ − cPQ is nonsingular and P − Q is singular, then a + b /= c by Theorem 2.3.
Hence P + Q is nonsingular by Theorem 2.5. From Theorem 2.5 we obtain Cn = M⊕N = U⊕ V .
Let S = PM,N , T = PU,V . We note that ST = PM,NPU,V = 0 since U ⊂ N and TS = PU,V PM,N = 0 since
M ⊂ V . Then (T + S)2 = T + S is a idempotent matrix with N (T + S) = N (T)⋂N (S) = V ⋂N =
N (Q) and R(T + S) = R(T)⊕R(S) = U⊕M. As T + S and Q are idempotent matrices, we have
Cn = N (T + S)⊕R(T + S) = N (Q)⊕(U⊕M) = N (Q)⊕R(Q). Since U⊕M ⊂ R(Q),we con-
clude thatR(T + S) = R(Q), that is T + S = Q .
SinceS = PM,N andP + Q isnonsingular, Lemma1.4 impliesR(Q(I − P))⋂R(P) = {0} = N ((I −
P)Q)
⋂N (P), that isR(S)⋂R(P) = {0} = N (S)⋂N (P). According to part (a)⇔ (f) of Lemma 1.3,
P − S is nonsingular. Then P + S is too nonsingular by Lemma 1.3, thus aP + bS − cPS is nonsingular
by Theorem 2.5. From Theorem 3.1(3.3) we obtain
(aP + bS − cPS)−1 = b−1I − b−1PR(P),R(S) + (ab)−1(c − a)PN (S),N (P)
+(ab)−1(a + b − c)PN (S),N (P)PR(P),R(S) = b−1I − b−1PR(P),M
+(ab)−1(c − a)PN,N (P) + (ab)−1(a + b − c)PN,N (P)PR(P),M. (4.2)
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Since Q = T + S and PT = T as (R(T) ⊂ R(P)), we can then write
aP + bQ − cPQ = aP + bS − cPS + (b − c)T
= (aP + bS − cPS)[I + (b − c)(aP + bS − cPS)−1T].
Thus I + (b − c)(aP + bS − cPS)−1T is nonsingular, and
(aP + bQ − cPQ)−1
= [I + (b − c)(aP + bS − cPS)−1T]−1(aP + bS − cPS)−1. (4.3)
Since PT = T and ST = 0, then (aP + bS − cPS)T = aT . Hence (aP + bS − cPS)−1T = a−1T ,
[I + (b − c)(aP + bS − cPS)−1T]−1 = [I + a−1(b − c)T]−1
= I + (a + b − c)−1(c − b)T . (4.4)
Combining (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4), equality (4.1) then follows. 
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